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KANGAROO MOTHER CARE
PROJECT REPORT AND CASE STUDY

This case shows how the Community Empowerment Lab,  
a global health research and innovation organization,  
used Smaply to help design a model for scaling  
Kangaroo Mother Care in rural India.  
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FACTS

Aim of the project 
To reduce newborn mortality  
in Uttar Pradesh by scaling KMC

Number of personas created 
10

Number of customer journeys created 
12

Number of stakeholder maps created 
5

The project team succeeded in involving all necessary parties to work together  
and better understand each other’s motivations and needs by analyzing  
their stakeholders’ and their patients’ journey.  
The project was selected as a national best practice in July 2017.

ABOUT THE ORGANISATION
Community Empowerment Lab (CEL) is a leading interdisciplinary global health 
research and innovation organization financed by the World Health Organization 
(WHO), embedded in rural Uttar Pradesh state in northern India.  
CEL has extensive expertise in scientifically robust design and evaluation  
of neonatal, child and maternal health intervention models. They scaled their work 
through health systems based approaches as well as alternative approaches  
such as self-help groups and social enterprises. CEL scientists have done seminal 
work on community-centered design, behavior change management, child survival  
and development, Kangaroo Mother Care, health system interventions  
and technology-driven assessment methods. These programs have informed  
global policy and spurred scientific research and program development  
for developing country settings across the globe.
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PROBLEM STATEMENT
Uttar Pradesh as the largest state of India is facing serious 
health problems and can be considered as the epicentre  
of global health challenges. While health facilities are accept-
able in urban areas, rural areas often lack proper health infra-
structure and there are no standardized processes for the use 
of health facilities. Another big challenge is there is some  
mistrust towards health institutions.

“People don’t need messages, they don’t need 
information — they need a friend they can trust. 
If you go and tell them something, it doesn’t 
change anything. You need to work with them. 
There is no shortcut to these things — you need 
to navigate, negotiate. You need to nudge.”

 — Vishwajeet Kumar
Founder and CEO of CEL

In 2016, 200,000 newborns died in Uttar Pradesh. A quarter  
of these could be averted by the Kangaroo Mother Care (KMC), 
a method of care that considers skin-to-skin contact and breast- 
feeding essential for newborns. It mainly targets preterm born 
(under 9 months) and under weight (under 2,000 gram) babies 
and fulfils the fundamental needs of every newborn: love, 
warmth, food and protection. Medical studies prove that KMC 
is the most powerful intervention for reducing mortality in low-
birth-weight infants, effective in 40% of the cases, however 
only 1% of newborns worldwide are actually receiving KMC. 

AIM OF THE PROJECT
The Kangaroo Care Project is a joint collaboration between  
the National Health Mission and the CEL. It aims to develop, 
test and scale models for KMC by gaining an understanding  
of the impediments and potential facilitators. KMC’s approach 
to scaling and improving their work draws on repeated rapid 
cycles of model development - implementation - evaluation - 
refinement until it finds promising models to achieve high  
coverage. The team will pilot-test the models with the ultimate 
aim of successfully providing KMC to 80% or more of the target 
population of newborns, aiming to reduce mortality  
associated with preterm birth and infections. 

CEL wants to design an ecosystem that promotes the uptake  
of KMC using principles of design thinking, systems dynamics 
and implementation science. Hence, CEL decided to document 
the patients’ and other stakeholders’ journeys and design 
improvements for them.
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PROJECT SETUP
The project- and a research team decided to follow a holistic 
approach in order to improve the experience of mothers and 
their babies. Therefore, diverse groups were included in this  
process: health facility staff, mothers, data collection teams, 
the design team and a formal research team. All of them  
provided input for the creation of stakeholder maps,  
personas, and journey maps. 

CEL looked for a tool that would allow them to scale  
the project in the future and decided to go for Smaply  
because it enabled them put into practice the following 
planned process: 

1. Stakeholder mapping should help gain an overview  
of  the stakeholders involved.

2. Creating personas was supposed to create empathy  
with the stakeholders.

3. Visualizing the mothers’ and other stakeholders’  
journeys was expected to help discover pain points  
and points of opportunity.

STAKEHOLDER MAPPING
The first step was to identify all the stakeholders that might  
be involved in the implementation of KMC. This helped  
the internal team understand who plays which role  
in the journey. The project team therefore first created  
a stakeholder map to map out all relevant stakeholders  
like mothers, government officials, nurses, midwives,  
doctors, community health workers, husbands,  
mothers- and fathers-in-law.

The CEL team gave printed stakeholder map templates  
to the project team in order to provide them with a structure 
on how to get started. The project team could map stakeholders 
themselves and understand who plays which role. An example 
of an initial stakeholder map of a nurse from the KMC lounge  
in the district women’s hospital was as follows. 

 In the stakeholder map the team could see that many of the stakeholders 

were connected with each other, directly and indirectly.

The stakeholder map was useful when looking at a micro environment,  

e.g. a mother in a KMC lounge and the people who influence her  

in that environment.

www.smaply.com
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EXAMPLE OF A NURSE PERSONA

PERSONAS
In a next step personas were created for these stakeholder 
groups. Creating personas helped the project team  
understand each stakeholder group’s background,  
motivations and challenges. 

The persona development started with data collection 
through various methods, like observations and interviews 
with mothers, nurses, doctors, and accredited social health 
activists. This process helped to understand the perceptions  
or motivations of a stakeholder, what factors in their life  
are responsible for a certain behavior and how to  
then start to influence this behavior. 

Shahrine
PERSONA

KMC
PROJECT

11 September 2017
EXPORT DATE

GUDIA 23 female

Shahrine

Staff Nurse

Indian

Unmarried

Usually staff said "Tum theek rakhti ho sabko" andmothers said "Chashme wali didi se darr lagta hai"

Shahrine is 23 year old girl , Her birth place is Sulatanpur, She is the first
girl who came Lucknow to study nursing with the support of her father.
She is the youngest in the family have 3 elder brother and one elder sister,
All brothers and sister are married and settled in their life,She is very close to her father, and the saddest moment of her life death

of her father.

▸ GNM from Hayat Institute of Nursing, Lucknow▸ Pursuing Post B.Sc Nursing from MP

 

▸ 5 month work experience in Saraswati Medical College , Emergency
and General Ward

▸ 2 Month Experience in Carrier Medical college , Emergency, ICU and
COPD ward

INITIALS AGE GENDER

NAME

OCCUPATION

NATIONALITY

MARITAL STATUS

QUOTE

DESCRIPTION

QUALIFICATION-

WORK EXPERIENCE-

www.smaply.com
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JOURNEY MAPPING
Finally, based on the stakeholder maps and personas, journey 
maps were created for the key personas. The journey maps 
specified each stakeholder’s experience and described in detail 
what they were going through in the health facility,  
also on an emotional level.

1. One journey map focussed on the mothers’ experience,  
more precisely of a mother giving birth in rural areas -  
from entering the facility, giving birth until leaving again.  
This journey map included information about the health  
facilities in the area, the birth itself and the following  
four to five days stay within the health institution  
and the treatments that both mother and child receive 
afterwards (e.g., vaccinations). The questions to be  
clarified were: Which touchpoints were identified,  
where is she lacking respectful care and what emotions 
is she going through? By using text lanes the daily routine 
of nurses were described as well as their feelings toward 
different people, things and processes. Furthermore 
storyboards were added to each touchpoint as well  
as an emotional journey. 

2. The team sought to understand the journey of a KMC nurse 
in the health facility. As nurses are the primary caregivers 
in the facility, they play a very important role in ensuring 
that mothers can successfully provide KMC to their 
newborns. Through journey mapping the team sought  
to identify the motivations, enablers and barriers that 
influence a nurse and what were the key areas where  
intervening might help positively change her behavior  
so that the mother and newborn can be cared for well.

AN INITIAL DRAFT OF A MOTHER’S JOURNEY

Mother MOTHER’S ROUTINE

Mother MOTHER’S EXPERIENCE MAPPING

Mother EMOTIONAL JOURNEYS

Mother BACKSTAGE LANE

Powered by Smaply

Mother's Experience Journey of KMC Unit at CHC, BacchrawanJOURNEY MAP CHC Listening
PROJECT

11 September 2017
EXPORT DATE

-2

-1

+0

+1

+2

Mother's Experience Journey

Freshening Up in the morning
Breakfast and medicines

Routine Well-being check up of Baby
Baby Feeding and SSC

Mother's rest and sleep
Other tasks and activities

Got up at 07:30 AM.
Freshened up between 07:30 AM to 08:30AM, went to washroom, took bath,changed her clothes and washed themand babies' towel.

Had some breakfast (tea and biscuit) by08:30 AM

The CHC provided breakfast by 10:00 AM(2 bananas and 1/2 ltr milk)
had snacks (biscuit + milk) between 04:30PM to 05:00 PM

Dinner provided by CHC(roti + sabji). HadDinner between 08:30 PM to 09:00 PMWhenever, she has to go out of the KMCUnit for food or washroom or to meetrelatives, she needs to change clothesand again change when she comesback. Food is not allowed inside KMCUnit, only water is allowed. Also, 1 femalerelative can be with the mother forsometime but not always.

Immunizations of BCG, Hepatitis andPolio given to the baby
The baby was given immunizations on14-Jul-17: BCG

The mother feeds the baby whenever hefeels hungry/cries. The Agrimaa asked herto feed the baby every 30 minutes.On the day of the interview, the baby didn't sleep at night and was sleeping inthe day, and not getting up so Skin toSkin Contact (SSC) given for 30 minsonly.

Mother tried her best to give SSC to thebaby but baby is not appreciating SSCand starts showing his displeasure andstarts crying; however, he is cool in themother’s lap. 

Had breakfast and medicine and Cameback to KMC Unit by 09:00 AM; fed thebaby and took rest
The baby was crying (No health issues tothe baby though) and kept the motherawake whole night.

The mother sits for around 13-14 hoursmainly to feed the baby. Sometimes shefeeds the baby lying down on the bed.Rest of the hours she lies down to takerest or sleep and sometimes walks in theopen space in the KMC Unit or gets up toswitch the fan on/off.
 

She walks around in the open area whenshe want to get up from the bed.
The mother walks every half an hour.Sometimes she simply goes to switch offthe fan like when she has to cover herbaby in case the cloth wrapped aroundhim gets displaced.

Asha bahus come daily. Agrimaa arethere, CEL Data Collectors.

When asked about cleaning of the KMCUnit, she said mopping was done twice aday; however, the sweeper mentionedthat it was done thrice a day. 
In the past 3 days, only the bed-sheet hasbeen changed and nothing else.

Also, only one gown is provided by thehospital staff and the gown is cleaned bythe mother; though it is supposed to becleaned by the Dhobi.  The towel of thebaby is changed daily and is cleaned byher sister.

 She feels food provided is healthy; dal-chawal is given in the morning and roti-subji at the night. Her sister brings thefood by standing in the queue. Themother is having warm water got fromone of the relatives living nearby and forwashing hand and all, she used the watergot from the freezer of the hospital. She has pain due to stitches afterdelivery; however, pain is reducinggradually. She is on medication. Thebirth of the baby started gettingcomplicated; however, the delivery wasnormal finally. 

Doctors come only when called in themorning. It feels good to talk to thedoctor as she speaks politely and answersall questions whenever she asks or howmany times she asks. The doctor does notget irritated. However, whenever, doctorGarima visited, she stood at the door. Themother told the problem to her and sheadvised. The lady was supposed to getdischarged on 14-Jul-17; however, thedoctor advised to stay back for 1-2 daysmore and let the weight of the babyincrease a bit more. Baby weighted oncedaily.

Nurses don’t come to the KMC Unit. In thepast three days, she has not seen anynurse in the KMC Unit.
Also, temperature of the baby was notmeasured daily.

Agrimaas and Asha Bahu informed herabout the KMC Unit. They suggested herto avail the KMC facility as her baby wasweak. She changed her clothes. Onegown was given to her by the hospitaland one she got herself. She changes andcleans her clothes daily.  She came toKMC Unit, went out to have snacks andcame back and lied down. Theinformation given to her by Agrimaa was:Give SSC to the baby and feed the babyevery half an hour and whenever he feelshungry.

The baby is not taking KMC. However, hisweight is static and has not decreasedfrom the date of birth. 

She is able to sleep for only 1-2 hours perday as the baby keeps on crying. Only onthe first day when she came to KMC Unitafter delivery, she was able to sleep foraround 2-3 hours.
 

 

 She is liking the ambiance of the KMCUnit and the bed is good and she can getup and lie down easily.
She feels the KMC Unit is running good.When asked about any other documentmaintained at KMC Unit, apart from thedata being collected by CEL Datacollectors and Agrimaas, she said noother documentation is beingmaintained.

She has good relations with Agrimaas,they speak to her lovingly, no problemwith them as such and they help ineverything. If she has to go out, they holdthe baby too. They make her sit and getup. She didn’t feel problem of anything inthe past 3 days. She liked that she cameto the KMC Unit, its good.

Mother

The mother feels good in the morning.Also, her mood is uplifted throughoutthe day. She is liking the ambiance ofthe KMC Unit. 

She gets pain due to the stitches duringgetting up from the bed and sitting.
She feels happy to talk to the doctor asshe is very polite and answers all herquestions.

The baby is not taking KMC and startscrying. The baby keeps her awake and she isable to sleep only for 1-2 hours daily.
She is happy with the Agrimaas andlikes their behavior and caring attitudetowards her. 

www.smaply.com

A NURSE’S JOURNEY MAP (EXPORT)

Nurse 1 NURSE 1’S DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Nurse 1 EMOTIONAL JOURNEYS

Nurse 1 NURSE 1’S FEELINGS (PEOPLE)

Nurse 1 NURSE 1'S FEELINGS (THINGS)

Nurse 1 NURSE 1’S FEELINGS (PROCESSES)

Nurse 1 NURSE EMOTIONS
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Nurse 1 COPY

JOURNEY MAP

KMC
PROJECT

16 January 2018

EXPORT DATE

-2

-1

+0

+1

+2

Morning routine

Commute to work

Hospital duties

Commutes back home
Evening and night-time activities post work

Sleep

wakes up for prayer
gets ready for work

Leaves for work

Commute

Reaches hospital

Gets ready for her shift
Begins KMCU duties

Carries out daily monitoring
 Interacts with various groups 

Handover and end of shift
Goes back home

Shower and lunch
Nap time

Evening activities
Dinner

Post-dinner activities
Sleeps

5:30-5:45am

she's woken up by her family members to

pray the morning prayer after which she

goes back to sleep again

7:10-7:45am

wakes up again, gets ready for work and

eats breakfast

7:45am

she leaves for work on her own

conveyance (scooty)

7:45-7:59 am

commutes to work

8am

reaches hospital

8am-9am

-signs in at the hospital

-changes into uniform

-ensures bed sheets are changed

-verbal + written handover

9am-10am

-morning prayer  with KMC mothers

-plans her duties of the day

-does rounds with doctors

-registers new admissions

10am-11am

-registers new admissions

-interacts with dhobhi (clothes cleaner)

-carries out demand-based interaction

with mothers

-frequently interacts with inter-

departmental nurses

11am-1:30pm

-filling forms

-administering medication

-carries out demand-based interaction

with mothers

-frequently interacts with inter-

departmental nurses

1:30-2pm

-meets  the next nurse who will be

carrying on in the KMC lounge after her

and hands over all updates and forms on

KMC lounge mothers to her.

-changes out of her uniform and gets

ready to leave the hospital

2:00-2:25pm

 

It takes her 15 to 30 minutes to commute

back home, depending on how bad the

traffic is

2:30-4pm

-takes a shower

-prays her afternoon prayer

-has lunch

4:00-5:30pm

takes a nap during this time

5:30-9:30pm

-wakes up again

-has tea and snacks

-prays the evening prayer

-goes grocery shopping in the market

with her sisters-in-law

-studies for a course she is doing

-catches up with her mother / sister /

sisters-in-law

-reads books

-plays with her nephew

 

9:30-10pm

Has dinner

10-11pm

 

-goes for an evening stroll with family

-plays games with family members

(carrom)

-studies and reads books

-spends time on her phone (checks and

replies to messages)

11pm-5:30am

 

usually lies down in bed by 11pm and

goes to sleep sometime after that

she finds it difficult to wake up on her

own and relies on her sister-in-law to

help her do so

 

because of her sister-in-law, she doesn't

have to worry about making breakfast

herself and this makes her mornings quite

stress-free

Her sister-in-law usually prepares

breakfast, lunch and dinner, She doesn't

have to worry about household chores 

 

 

 

     People

 

 

KMC lounge babies-  Initially she didn't

feel confident in handling newborns and

low birth weight babies but after working

in KMC lounge and Sick newborn care

unit, she now feels much better suited to

the responsibilities. She really enjoys

playing this role)

 

(She also feels great about how her

relatives now want to consult her on any

concerns they may have regarding

newborns and their care)

 

Doctors in SNCU- 

She is generally on good terms with the

doctors she interacts with.

KMC lounge Mothers-  She told us that

from her experience in the lounge, she

has been able to divide mothers into two

categories in her mind.

The first category are the "samajhdaar
"

(smart) mothers who listen to what she

says and don't argue with or resist any

advice/instructions given to them. She

described such mothers as often being

those who aren't very highly educated

but who look up to her, the other nurses

and the doctors, for guidance. She

considers them to be very sincere and

those who truly want a quick recovery for

themselves and  their babies.

The second category of mothers are those

she considers to be obstinate, resistant

and stubborn in their beliefs. She says

they do not understand the seriousness of

their babies' conditions. They insist on

being discharged early and they do not

see the value of doing KMC.  Such

mothers are also described as

uneducated but rather as those that are

distrustful of healthcare providers, unlike

the other group.

Nurse 1 perceives education as an

important indicator to define the

behavior of these mothers.

 

Sick newborn care unit Nurses-

She usually calls SNCU nurses 'didi'

(elder sister) as a sign of respect to them

and also to acknowledge their seniority

in experience and expertise. She says she

has learned a lot from the SNCU nurses

when it comes to carrying out essential

newborn care. She gave the example of

how she would ask for their assistance

and observe them insert the tube and

Vigo in babies, before she gained

confidence to do so on her own.

Whenever she's going through any

difficulty in the KMC lounge, especially

with a technical aspect of care, these

SNCU nurses are the first points of

contact she seeks advice from. 

 

KMC lounge Mothers' attendants-

Nurse 1 tells us that she finds it very

difficult to counsel a patient's family. She

shared that it often happens that she is

able to convince the mother on the need

to stay in the KMC lounge but that after

the mother consults her family members,

they don't agree with her and tend to

instead persuade her to change her

mind. 

Nurse 1 perceives that simple modes of

entertainment in the KMC lounge, like a

TV with news/other media playing on it,

may positively impact the patients'

families decisions to stay longer.

She also shared that some mothers

request nurses for help in the absence of

personal family attendants and if the

nurses are able to do so, the mothers

usually don't call their relatives over to

the hospital then.  

Peer Nurses in KMC lounge -Peer nurses

find Nurse 1 upfront and sincere. She

maintains good relations with everyone

and the general atmosphere is one of

mutual learning in the KMC lounge. She

says that there are times however, that

her peers feel she overdoes her role and

dominates over others. Sometimes they

have conflicts over the duty roster.

 

 

  

Her Father: She has an emotional

connect with her late father, who passed

away in 2015. She was very close to him

and considers him to be the reason she is

a nurse. He is the one who advised her to

pursue nursing as a career and who

encouraged her to join nursing college.

This was a big decision for her and her

family, since she is the first in her family

to have left her hometown of Sultanpur to

study outside.

{Whenever she shares anything about her

father she tries to calm herself by holding

and pressing her hands and sometimes

her eyes get wet }

Sometimes when she sees children

interact with their fathers she feels lonely

and misses her father

 

Her Mother:  She interacts with her

mother over the phone everyday and

shares her daily routine with her.

She considers this daily interaction to be

the best part of her daily life. Her mother

is the most important part of her life,

especially after her father's death. Her

biggest fear is losing her mother. 

 

She describes her mother as a very

insecure person and one who is

constantly worrying about her and her

siblings. Her mother was always very

dependent on her father for making the

decisions in the family but now that she is

on her own, nurse 1's siblings and she

herself try to consult their mother before

taking any big decisions. Her mother in

turn relies on her own sons for advice.

 

Her sister: her sister is the second most

important person to her after her mother

and Nurse 1 considers her a confidant

 

Her sisters-in-law: she really enjoys

time spent with her sister(s)-in-law while

at home. They're her friends with whom

she likes to relax, shop, talk to and spend

her evenings with. She also implicitly

depends on them to help her have her

meals on time and to sleep/wake up on

time 

Scooter: she takes a lot of pride in having

her own scooter which she uses to

commute to and from work. Her father

had bought her this scooter when she

graduated college and she feels very

empowered by having it 

   
 

 

 

     Things

Uniform:

She takes pride in her nursing apron as it

reminds her of the pledge she took in

college about serving people. However,

she doesn't like the white uniform she has

to wear since she's been wearing white

uniforms for a long time and also because

they start looking dirty very quickly. She

also has to take personal responsibility in

ensuring the cleanliness of the uniform

and therefore takes it home with her to

wash it every couple of days.

 

Nurse's Station

She is very happy  that now they have a

place to sit and work while in the KMC

lounge but is challenged by the limited

storage  space there.

She wants to ensure the cleanliness of the

area by buying a table cloth for the table

there which tends to get dirty and

stained. 

Forms:

Filling forms takes up a majority of her

time. She also mentioned that

maintaining physical records of the forms

is important for the nurses' own

reference. 

She says that although filling forms is

tiring and time-consuming, it is a vital

part of the whole process and that is why

it needs to be carried out properly, no

matter how tedious

Books:

Books play an important part in Nurse 1's

life. She studies for her course but also

considers reading to be a hobby. Her

favourite books include those that are on

the subject of General Knowledge. She

mentioned having taken part in GK

competitions in college and it being a

very delightful part of her life there. She

also mentioned the Qur'an being a source

of comfort to her and that she tries to

read a bit of it everyday.    

She considers praying in the morning, on

time, as very important. If she misses her

morning prayer, she feels like she hasn't

lived the day to its full potential. Being

able to pray early in the morning impacts

her mood for the rest of the day.

 

She usually misses her afternoon and

evening prayers when she has afternoon

shifts, because she says there is no

appropriate place in the hospital for her

to pray

 

 

Processes

She loves cleanliness and therefore,

maintaining it at work is very important

too, by ensuring bed sheets are changed

and the area is as clean as possible.

Filling in forms is considered vital and

worth the majority of her time, due to its

importance. She wishes she could spend

more time interacting with mothers but

also seems to find the time spent on

filling forms non-negotiable because of

the perceived importance of the process 

There is no designated lunch area for the

nurses so they end up having lunch in the

counseling room next to the KMC lounge

Having this post-shift shower at home is

very important to Nurse 1. She never skips

it and finds it important as a way of

making herself feel clean

Napping is also very important to Nurse

1, at this time of the day, after a morning

shift
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INSIGHTS AND IMPLEMENTATION
The project team learned several lessons resulting from this 
process and generated the following main insights: 

 ▶ The emotional level and thus empathy is a key success 
factor – nurses showing empathy for mothers, doctors 
showing empathy for nurses. In order to make change 
happen creating empathy has to be done step by step 
and with the involvement of the local community.  
This can then impact others behaviors and strengthen  
the health system. 

 ▶ The insights from creating stakeholder maps, personas  
and journey maps resulted in ideas to improve the prob-
lems identified, which were then implemented by new 
products and processes to create better services  
and understanding. 

 ▶ Through the journey mapping process the team realised 
that nurses play a crucial role in ensuring the success  
or failure of KMC adoption in the health facilities. 
The experience of the mothers in the KMC Lounges  
within the health facilities is furthermore crucial  
in ensuring higher rates of KMC being provided to the 
preterm and low birthweight newborns at the facility  
and at home. Hence, CEL decided to create a team  

of nurse mentors who are led and trained by Dr. Barbara 
Morission, one of the world’s leading experts on KMC,  
newborn care and breastfeeding. In a special workshop 
she tried to address barriers which were identified  
at the earlier stage and which prevented the successful  
adoption of KMC in order to overcome those. Also during  
these trainings personas were created and in order to  
understand the needs and problems of nurses,  
their daily journey was mapped. 

 ▶ This team’s work started in autumn 2017 and it is  
expected to be an important part of the larger KMC scale  
up efforts happening in the state of Uttar Pradesh.  

 ▶ It works hand in hand with the nurses in different  
health facilities where KMC Lounges exist, so that  
they can become capable of both understanding  
the importance of KMC, empathising with the mothers  
and newborns and facilitating this natural process  
in the best manner possible.

DR. BARBARA MORISSION (LEFT) ADVISING THE STAFF NURSES AT RAEBARELI DISTRICT WOMEN’S HOSPITAL UTTAR PRADESH

www.smaply.com
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CONCLUSION

“One of the key challenges for us over the last 14 years of working 
in Uttar Pradesh state has been that of systemizing learning, to 
find tools to democratize this learning process. Tools like Smaply 
allowed us to finally democratize the process of understanding 
end users. When a young woman from a small village who does 
not speak English and did not go to Harvard, can use journey 
mapping and bring value to her community, then you know that 
you have been able to democratize the process.  
All stakeholders involved in this project succeeded in under-
standing other people through the use of the tool.”

 — Vishwajeet Kumar

To successfully implement KMC, the project team had to understand the behavior  
of many key stakeholders. Through the use of stakeholder maps, personas and 
journey maps, the project team could answer important questions like: What 
experience do stakeholder groups go through? At which point of their journey  
do they need help? Where are interventions needed? Gaps within the service  
delivery were therefore  identified and could be tackled by providing solutions.

The project has been scheduled to continue till June 2018 by which time  
successful models for scaling KMC would have been developed.  
If you want to have more detailed insights into the KMC project,  
have a look at this presentation.

www.smaply.com
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